=

c. 1911 White Ratch Peerless Duck Web Glove
The black swan is said to be rare. The white duck is even more
rare. In the baseball glove collecting world, the “duck” is
considered to be a pretty rare “bird” itself, with less than two dozen
cataloged in the hobby. The most rare – the WHITE DUCK. This
circa 1911 white Ratsch Peerless Duck Web glove features the rare
iconic yellow and black celluloid button AND the black and gold
patch. For the high end glove collector, this is your chance to own
what many have considered to be one of the best duck web gloves
in the hobby.............................................................................$7,500

=

c. 1911 Ratsch Peerless Duck Web Glove
This top of the line fielder’s glove is in very good condition inside and out and has a nice Ratsch Peerless
button. Box is in rough shape, but all pieces are present. About half of the label is missing. It identifies
model #D100B and pictures a duckweb glove. Offers will be considered. Satisfaction guaranteed…$7,750

=

Baseball Glove Collecting Hobby Books & Guides
This is hobby gold. These Vintage Baseball Glove Catalog Source Books, Pocket Price Guides, Bat & Ball Guides
were produced and sold by the father of our hobby, Joe Phillips, along with Dave Bushing. These were mandatory
for anyone who collected vintage gloves. As collectors, we lived and died with these guides and eagerly anticipated a
new edition. There are three Glove Catalog Source Books (1999, 2004, 2007), five Pocket Price Guides (#7, #8, #10,
#11 & the Bat Price Guide), Vintage Baseballs Price Guide, and The Player Autograph Baseball Glove Finder. Each
one is well used (loved) but complete. They are by no means perfect but are invaluable to anyone who collects
vintage gloves & mitts. They are all long out of print and don’t come up often...………………………….…..….$125

=

c. 1890’s-00’s Webless Crescent Glove
This relic has had a hard life. Exterior leather is heavily worn throughout the front with holes in the palm, thumb, and
middle fingers. There is tearing between all fingers with a repair in one place. Stitching above the crescent is
missing. The felt liner is shot and the piping is torn at the palm. Still, the fore finger has no seem on the thumb side –
assuring that there never was a web. Offers accepted. Satisfaction guaranteed……………………………………$375

=

1920’s Grover Cleveland Alexander Stall & Dean Glove………………………………………………..$500

c. 1912 Victor Fielder’s Mitt
(AKA…Glove Mitt or Hal Chase model mitt)..…Very
rare,
short
lived
innovation
designed
for
outfielders…including the legendary Hal Chase, after
which Victor designed a specific model fielder’s mitt (as
seen in the 1912 Victor catalog). Mitt shows signs of
use, has had the web professionally reattached at the
thumb.
Nice Victor button…great eye appeal and
display piece….a must have for any advanced
collection…………………………………………....$795

1938-40 Carl Hubbell Wilson 600 Top of the Line Glove
This King Carl glove is simply huge. It’s a triple tunnel web that
was produced for three years from 1938-40 as the top of the line
pitcher’s model. It measures 11” tall by 11.5” wide. It’s super
high quality and feels great on the hand. The rolled leather piping
is solid and nice. It features the Wilson incised button. There is a
small flaw half way up the ring finger tunnel, but you don’t feel it
when it is fully on your hand. The endorsement is light but
definitely readable. All the seams are tight, it has no ink and it’s
all original. It’s just a beast. You won’t be disappointed with this
rare pre-war HOF’er…...............................................................$275

1930-33 Lou Gehrig Ken Wel 632 Zipper Back Basemitt
The leather inside and out is in excellent condition. The zipper is in excellent working condition. It features a beautiful
Ken Wel tag. The endorsement signature jumps out. This is a very rare example of one of the most desirable
gloves/mitts in the hobby…………………………………………………………………..…………………………$6,700

=

Early Youth Catchers Mitt
This is an old canvas youth mitt with a double face or sewn on pocket. Neat mitt……...…………………………$150

Early Youth Catchers Mitt
This is an old cloth covered canvas youth mitt. It comes with a red and blue double stitched small cork ball.……$200

=

1927-32 Phil Todt Wilson-Western 562 Basemitt
Simply fantastic in every way. Guaranteed…………………………..……………………………………………..$500

1920’s/30’s George Sisler Rawlings Basemitt
Extremely well-built Rawlings mitt with that great sturdy supple leather. It’s smooth and feels great on the hand. It has
no holes in the interior. The interior leather is the same high quality as the exterior. The stampings are nice and legible.
It has a clean red & white Rawlings tag on the back. It’s missing the second tag, whatever it may be. It’s all original
and has no holes, rips or tears. Nice mitt and example of this important pre-war HOF’er...........................................$275

c. 1917 D&M Basemitt
Very nice cream color Draper Maynard baseman's mitt in outstanding condition. Inside is mostly nice but does have
a hole up in the finger tip of middle finger slot. This is the Imperator model. Nice tall early basemitt…….....…..$400

=

1940’s Dixie Walker Goldsmith HC Glove
Fred E. "Dixie" Walker was a scrappy outfielder who campaigned
as a player for a number of teams throughout the 1930s-40s, then
became a manager for several years. While Dixie-endorsed
gloves are common, nearly-unused ones like this one aren't. It's
really a beaut of a glove, with smooth, soft, cool, strong leather,
perfect butter-soft lining, original laces, blazing silver stampings,
and no ink. These don't come along like this very often; grab it
while you can…………………………….…………………..$225

=

1920’s Rawlings Snap Heel Catchers Mitt
Super large Rawlings buckle back catcher’s mitt in excellent plus condition. Great Rawlings patch and a firmly
attached buckle strap. What makes this glove so special are the three snaps at the base of the back side of the glove.
I’m only guessing but I think this was to allow the owner to replace, add or subtract padding from the
glove……………………………………………………………………………………………………………...…..$225

=

c. 1900’s Victor Crescent Pad Basemitt
Pristine buckle back strap and buckle web, beautiful condition, nice
“Victor” tag, full leather lining. No seam separations or flaws what-soever. Excellent example of an early mitt with many desirable features. No
model numbers visible, but I believe this would be a model
26A……………………………………………………….…………...$1,495

=

DL 240 Ambidextrous Mitt…………………..……………………………………………………………..$50

=

1900’s D&M Catchers Mitt
Turn of the century D&M catchers mitt. Rare crescent pad with grommet/hook and lace wrist strap. Most of the
innovative D&M patent designs are in the mitt - heel lace, riveted strap web, riveted outer banding, pocket
reinforcement. Overall great condition. …………………………………………………………………...……..$2,750

=

c. 1910’s Spalding King Patent Glove
Tough to find in any condition, left handed, Spalding King Patent fielders glove. Great patch and button. The lacing
around the glove opening does not appear to be original, however it looks pretty good. Glove leather is great both
inside and out – you won’t be disappointed with this glove…………………………………………………………$425

=

1893 Wright & Ditson Catalog
This is an 1893 Wright & Ditson manufacturer’s catalog containing lots of glove, ball & bat images as well as other
equipment images. The coolest one is the Morrill glove. The front cover is loose and there are rips on the back
cover but it’s complete…………………………………………………………………………………………...….$100

=

c. 1900’s Victor Crescent Pad, Buckle Web Fielder’s Glove
Outstanding condition, butter soft inside and out, beautiful “Victor” tag, asbestos lining, great rolled leather piping, all
seams tight….slight web tear. No model numbers visible, but I believe this to be a model 20A (the A being for
adjustable web, as seen in the 1904 catalog). Has the rare Victor patented two-piece front connecting the thumb and
hence creating a deeper pocket to catch to ball. Full adult size 9” tall…………………………...…….…...……$2,595

1936 Joe Vosmik Reach AG Glove
This one is enormous It’s a near top of the line buckle back splitfinger model. It measures 11” tall by 11” wide. It’s
super high quality and feels so nice on the hand. The lining is smooth with no holes. It has rolled leather piping and a
perfect Reach tag. The heel lace is original, but the web lace is not. The stampings are a little light. All the seams are
tight and it has no ink. It’s just a beast of a glove and these large oversize gloves are so fun to collect. It was only
made one year, which makes this one super tough......................................................................................................$300

=

1925-26 Reach CH Double Face Glove
Double Face Fielder’s Glove, Top of the Line. Very
large, supple glove with great feel on the
hand. Lining is smooth except for surface wear at the
heel. Good Reach patch and button. There is surface
wear around its perimeter and to the piping. Offers
accepted. Satisfaction guaranteed……………….$950

=

1967 MacGregor 4-Star Clemente/Mays/Versailles/Oliva Commemorative Glove
Very nice example that shows little to no use. Although it does have a slightly musty smell……………………….$50

1920’s Leo Gabby Hartnett Catchers Mitt
This is the one stamped Patented November 10, 1925 on the wrist strap. It’s a very
high quality and large mitt. The leather is extremely supple and the lining is super
smooth with no holes. All the seams are tight, but it has a light name in ink on the
lower perimeter. Web lace nicely replaced. Nice pre-war Cubs HOF mitt.......$125

=

1940’s Wilson 602 Glove
The top-of-the-line Wilson 602 "Streamline" model was a force to be reckoned with. The patented Seamless Thumb
would appear in a number of other glove offerings. As for this example - it looks like it wasn't even used for play in
an actual game, and sports great quality light-orange leather, soft and smooth, leather binding, seam welting, original
laces, awesome leather smell, and even retains the cool Wilson wrist strap button! No ink/marker on this glove. It
took years to find an example like this to add to my collection, and you can bypass that right here………………..$275

1939-39 Tony Lazzeri Marathon 4227 Glove
This is a 1938-39 model similar to a few other notable models
including the Joe Gordon. Lazzeri was a member of the ’27
Yankees. This “Oversize Model” is in nice condition but the
rolled leather piping is a bit worn. It feels great on the hand with
no holes up inside. It features the shearling lined double wrist
strap. The exterior leather is supple and the stampings are legible
and visble……………………..…………………………….…$195

=

Rogers Hornsby Wilson 632 and 648 Printers Block
This is a printer’s block used for Wilson catalogs. It’s in great condition and is heavy………………………...….$100

=

1910’s/20’s Thomas E. Wilson (“TEW”) 601 White 1” Sewn Web
This white Thomas E. Wilson 1” sewn web glove – model 601 – simply pops when on display. This beautiful white
TEW example measures 9.0" from left to right and 9.5" from top to bottom and has pretty nice stampings, including
the model number. Turn it over and you see a great brass button and an amazing black, red and gold tag. Put this one
on your hand and it feels as good as it looks with a nice, smooth lining all the way up in the finger stalls………...$750

=

1940’s Wilson 615 Glove
The Wilson 615 remains a "staple" as far as wartime Wilson gloves go and are always popular with collectors. As for
this example - with its "U.S.A." (probably U.S. Army) - it looks like it wasn't even used for play in an actual game,
and sports great quality light-orange leather, soft and smooth, leather binding, seam welting, original laces, awesome
leather smell, and even retains the cool Wilson wrist strap button! No ink/marker on this glove. It took years to find
an example like this to add to my collection, and you can bypass that right here……………………………….…..$225

1940’s Roger Cramer Reach 233 Glove
Patterned off the Joe DiMaggio Spalding 133 model only
larger, this monster-sized glove measures 11” x 11.5”. It’s a
very large and high-quality triple tunnel web glove. The
leather is extremely supple on the outside with an
unimprovable feel on the inside. The lining is the soft
calfskin type lining that feels buttery soft. You’ll want to
put this one on your hand and it will get lost up inside due to
its size. The endorsement is bold and retains a lot of silver.
This glove shows little use. All the seams are tight, it has no
ink and it’s all original. You won’t be disappointed with
this one, guaranteed.........................................................$150

=

1940’s Jelly Sorelle Nokona G11 Glove
Nr. mint glove that retains a good amount of silver in the stamping. Super soft and supple leather inside and out with
mint Nokona label……………………………………………………………………………………………….…..$150

=

1930’s Gordon Slade Vandervoort 530 Glove
A 1930's Vandervoort/KenWel Gordon Slade model 530 glove. Unique pinky side lacing. Nice cloth patch and great
markings on the front. Trademark KenWel lacing. A large sized glove, all leather with a little wear. No holes or
tears. Feels good on the hand……………………………………………………………………………………….$395

=

1920’s D&M White 1” Web Glove
This large (9 3/8” finger tip to heel) glove has good D&M patch and button. White exterior leather is supple, with
strong seams. The glove shows a little wear at the finger tips and both sides of the heel. Stampings, if any, were overwritten in blue ink – which shows the D&M logo and Babe Ruth signature. The 1” web was torn and repaired with
glue. The lining and piping have been professionally repaired. Offers accepted. Satisfaction guaranteed………..$255

1920’s XAC 1 Inch Web
This is one of the softest gloves I have ever felt inside and out. The buttery soft calfskin type leather feels fantastic
both in the interior and exterior. This is one you want to wear all the time. There are no real flaws to speak of. The
logo is a little light but that’s it. All the seams are tight, it has no ink and it’s all original. This is what they should
all feel like……………………………………………………………………………………….…………….....…$225

=

1910’s/20’s Spalding White 1” Web Glove
This fantastic adult-sized Spalding white sewn web glove measures 9.5" from left to right and 10.0" from top to
bottom. It has a nice button and red Spalding tag in great condition. A lot of the original palm stamping remains. Not
only does this one display great, it feels amazing on the hand with a super soft lining all the way up through the finger
stalls…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..$550

1930’s “Rajah” Hornsby Wilson-Western 970 Glove
This is a great model that pairs with the cool and rare Champion Batsman box. This glove has never been cleaned
and will clean nicely. It’s all original and has a great feel on the hand. It has no holes in the lining and the exterior
leather is super supple. This glove is a must if you have the box. Took forever to upgrade mine so this is now a
duplicate ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………$350

=

1920’s Goldsmith Model 45 Glove
A 1920's Goldsmith Model 45 "Goldsmith Special" glove. Soft black kid leather with Burgundy leather liner and
trim. Nice cloth patch/button and clear markings on the front. Patent stamp on the thumb. Nicest on hand feel of any
glove I've owned…………………………………………………………………………………………………….$475

=

1920’s Edd J Roush F300 Glove
Rare Edd Roush pre-war HOF glove. It features the Vance style lacing and pattern. All the laces are original and all
the seams are tight. The exterior leather is smooth and supple. The piping shows wear as does up in the finger
tunnels of the lining. It’s not visible but there are holes up in there…………………………………………….….$370

=

1900’s Goldsmith Crescent Glove
Nice crescent gloves are hard to come by. Goldsmith crescents are even harder. This rare Goldsmith crescent
measures 8.5" from left to right and 9.5" from top to bottom, has nice supple leather and the classic Goldsmith iron
cross patch. The highlight of this glove may be its awesome asbestos lining, which is free of holes and is in
outstanding condition all the way through the finger stalls. For the early glove collector seeking to add new
manufacturers, this is your chance to add a tough one to find……………………………………………………..$1,500

1948-53 Tony Lupien Rawlings T90 Basemitt
This is just a solid Rawlings Claw Tony Lupien model. It still retains its original shape. It says “A Trapper Model”
next to the endorsement. The lining is smooth and the stampings are good too. It features the black & red Rawlings
cloud tag from the late 40’s so I’m thinking ’48-‘49. All the seams are tight, it has no ink and it’s all original. It just
needs a cleaning and it will be fantastic..……………………………………………………..…….……………..…$40

=

c. 1900’s Spalding Crescent Pad Catchers Mitt
Full size, Spalding, left handed crescent padded
catcher’s mitt. Super looking crescent with a real nice
buckle strap on the back. All original lacing that is very
tight. Spalding patch is in readable shape. Leather is in
excellent condition – no holes or tears……………..$300

=

Wilson A2000 Glove
Wilson A2000-L, 12” fielder’s glove in near mint shape. This is a USA made glove that has an “S” below the web.
Glove shows almost no wear – some dust from sitting on a shelf……………………...…………………………....$325

=

Folk Art Basemitt
Just an enormous and strangely repaired, homemade, hybrid type folk art mitt. It measures 10.5” tall and 10” wide.
Super cool character mitt to say the least………………………………..…………………………………..............$200

=

1940’s Tommy Henrich Olympic Sporting Goods Basemitt
A 1940's Olympic Sporting Goods Tommy Henrich "SnagEm" model basemitt. A large high quality all leather mitt,
Shearling wrist pad, soft & supple leather with a great on hand feel. It has a unique reinforced web, perfect patch
and clear stamping on the front…………………………………………………………………………………...…$175

1940’s Eddie Waitkus JC Higgins 1623 Basemitt
This is a late 40’s Eddie Waitkus mitt by JC Higgins. The exterior is in a nice unaltered state and the leather is fine.
The interior is a bit dry with lots of dust or infield dirt still in it. If you smack it, a bunch of dust/dirt comes out.
Waitkus was the inspiration of Robert Redford’s character, Roy Hobbs, in the movie “The Natural”……....….….$50

=

1920’s Simmons American SG39 White 1” Web Glove
This white Simmons American 1” sewn web glove – model SG39 – measures 9.0" from left to right and 9.5" from top
to bottom and retains its strong, deep palm stampings. Jumping out at you is the blazing blue and gold patch on the
back. The lining is in fantastic condition and feels great on the hand and up into the finger stalls. There aren’t too
many gloves out there from this manufacturer, especially white ones in this condition………………...…………..$450

=

1958 Wilson A2000 Shooting Star Glove
Great example of the first year of the A2000 that would be near mint if not for the ink. The lack of rolled lace at the
top of the web and the lacing only being crossed at the pinky/ring finger helped with dating. Gentleman I bought the
glove from was bought the glove by his father when he was born. Problem was he ended up being left handed, so this
sat. Besides ink the only other flaw is a broken lace along the heel. Still needs to be broken in……………….….$225

=

1920’s D&M Decker Patent Basemitt
Very nice and large Draper Maynard decker patent basemitt. Nice tan color mitt with brown leather piping and
decker finger guard. Mint D&M label. Soft supple mitt that has a good liner with a hole up in the tip of the
fingers………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..$220

=

1941-42 Frank Frisch Spalding 128 Glove
This is a high-quality Spalding glove that just feels fantastic on the hand. The exterior leather and interior lining are
the same and extremely supple. It has rolled leather piping and decent stampings with the endorsement being the
best. There are no real flaws on this one to speak, other than a little green mark in the lining. You’ll want to put this
one on and play catch with it………………………………………………………………………………………...$220

=

c. 1900’s Victor Crescent Pad Catchers Mitt
White leather front and two tone back in flawless condition. The rolled leather binding on the perimeter and wrist
opening is pristine. The mitt features the trademark Victor laced heel and intricate buckle web patented in 1894 and
1895 respectively. The only markings on the face are the very faint logo which looks to be V____R and the remnant
of a stamped oval that contained patent info but has faded away. The mitt is very large, very sturdy, well made and
measures 10 1/2" in diameter. The interior is flawless and feels great on the hand. The mitt is all original and display
very little wear and tear. It is one of the finest examples out there………………………...………………….....$1,350

=

1896 Beecher, Peck & Lewis Catalog
This is an 1896 Beecher, Peck & Lewis manufacturer’s catalog – Detroit, Michigan. It contains some early glove and
equipment images. It’s complete and in nice in-tact condition.………………………………………………...….$100

=

1920’s George Kelly D&M Basemitt
Draper Maynard laced back basemitt. Endorsed by George Kelly. Ole reliable model. Great condition mitt that has a
nice smooth liner and great on hand feel. Nice cloth label on this one with very high quality construction…….....$400

=

c. 1900’s Buckle Back Buckle Web Crescent Pad Glove
Exterior leather is solid. Lining is good in the palm and fingers but worn through at the heel. Buckle web has been
glued to the thumb. It measures 8” finger tip to heel. Offers accepted. Satisfaction guaranteed………………….$425

=

1967-70 Orlando Cepeda Wilson A2884 Basemitt Autographed
This is a large “Big Scoop” basemitt. Despite the big size, it’s a mid-line model personally autographed by the Baby
Bull himself. The lining is smooth and feels great on the hand…………………………………………………...…$75

1960’s/70’s Cragstan Major League Model Catchers Mitt Autographed by Rick Ferrell
This Import or generic catchers mitt is autographed by HOF’er Rick Ferrell……………………………………....$235

=

Victor Lot – Glove, Bat & Inflatable Chest Protector
Early 1900’s white leather Victor full web fielders glove, all original condition, shows signs of regular use….TOC
Victor inflatable chest protector, Model 0, has both model number and Victor logo still present and bold, seam around
the protector is separated, only Victor inflatable I’ve seen……..Incredible, mint, Victor model 97 “Mushroom” knob
baseball bat, 35.5”, very heavy, no cracks, chips, grain separation, dead wood, hard to find a better example of this
rare manufacturer…………………………………………………………………………………………………..$1,995

=

1920’s Bill Doak Rawlings Original Glove
This is an early model Bill Doak glove, one of the very first with the patented innovation of an adjustable web
between the thumb and fingers. This example is thick, sturdy leather, and very importantly, the lining is in pretty
good shape, with only some surface cracking. Usually these early Doak linings are completely rotted away. Another
the key is the 2 patches that still remain on the wrist strap 80 years later. Another decent example of the early, "Gen
1" Bill Doak glove……………………………………………………………………………………………………$175

=

1920’s Wright & Ditson Glove
Very high end hardly used Wright & Ditson 1920s glove. Fantastic thick leather glove with nice on hand feel. Glove
is very thickly padded and has a mint rarely seen on gloves Wright & Ditson tennis player cloth
label………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….$400

=

Autographed Glove Lot
This autographed glove lot contains autographs from four Hall of Famer’s: Carlton Fisk, Phil Rizzuto, Red
Shoendienst and Enos Slaughter…...………………………………………………..…………………………...….$200

=

1930’s Bill Werber James Brine A6 Glove
James Brine Bill Werber model A6 glove in solid near mint condition. Unique tunnel webbing. Soft, supple leather.
High quality, all leather. Won't find a better example……………………………………………………………...$375

1935-37 Earle Combs Spalding GRJ Glove in Box
Combs matching box. Very tough prewar HOF and needed for Yankee Team collection. One of maybe two Combs
gloves known, and certainly the only one in box. Box in great shape but 2.00 and scribbled on back of lid…….....$1,600

1950’s Marathon 60-4252 Claw Basemitt in Box
This is a Rawlings-made Montgomery Ward Major League Claw model mitt in box. It’s all original but not mint in
any way. The box, however, is fantastic. It’s sturdy and super clean with no flaws……………..………………...$100

=

1940’s Elmer Riddle Goldsmith DW Glove
There's no shortage of Goldsmith Elmer Riddle gloves out
there…except when they are in almost unused condition,
like this one. It has it all: near-top-line construction,
perfect butter-soft yet strong leather throughout, original
laces, blazing silver stampings, "Goldsmith" button, and
leather (yes) binding. There's no ink, and even the machine
stitching is still white on this glove. These don't come along
like this very often. If you're a 40s collector, or just need to
upgrade, here's a terrific example……..……………….$225

=

1910’s Tris Speaker Stall & Dean “Speed” Model Glove
Stall & Dean, Tris Speaker, “Speed” model fielders glove with 1 ¼” web. Great stampings with very clear Speaker
stamping – also shows batter posing. Perfect Stall & Dean label. Very soft and supple leather in excellent
condition. This might be one of the best “Speakers” out there……………………………………………………$1,500

=

1910’s/20’s A.J. Reach Basemitt
Lightly used A.J. Reach R2 model first basemans mitt. Very soft mitt that feels great on hand. Clean Reach cloth
label with nice piping and buckleback adjustment………………………………………………………………….$150

=

1930’s/40’s Eagle Leather Works 3 Finger Glove
First, I’ve ever seen “Eagle Leather Works” three finger
fielders glove. The glove has great stampings and feels
great on the hand (no holes in the finger stalls). Piping
is somewhat beat up. The button on the strap is original
and is stamped “HBK Montreal”…………………..$700

=

1952 Phil Cavaretta Wilson A2002 Ball Hawk 3 Glove & Box
Seldom seen glove is in outstanding shape, has seen minimal use with the usual oil stain. The A2000 debuted in 1951
at Wilson’s top price point and introduced the “Snap Action” hinge, which was an early upgrade toward one-handed
catching. This A2002 Phil Cavarretta Ball Hawk 3 came along in 1952, the last year of the 2-finger models. The
A2000 model returned in 1957 (marketed to professional players) and was a huge success. The box is in very good
condition, but shows the model as A2000 vs. A2002. I bought them together. Satisfaction guaranteed…………..$550

=

1930’s Charles Ruffing D&M G12 Glove
Hardly used Draper Maynard G12 Charles Ruffing. This is the long finger version. Very large glove that is a bright
yellowish leather with great stamping and very nice D&M cloth label. Inside is smooth and feels nice on hand. Close
to near mint glove…………………………………………………………………………………………………….$450

1950’s Lonny Frey Rawlings LF Glove in Box
This high-quality glove has never caught a ball. It just shows shelf wear or age but no wear from use. The lining is
perfect as is just about everything else except for the box, which has a crushed front left corner and a tear along the
left side bottom below oil stain. The box has borne the damage to preserve this near perfect glove. The stampings are
bold, and the leather is extremely supple. It has never been broken in……………………………….……………..$175

=

c. 1920’s Winchester 1 ½” Web Glove
Fantastic white leather Winchester 1 ½” web fielders glove in excellent plus condition. Stampings are still visible in
the palm. Great patch and older style button. Laced heal – great leather both inside and out……………………...$450

=

1940’s Lou Brissie Ken Wel 564 Glove
Really big, measuring over 11” tall and feels great on. There’s a small split on the patch and wear to the piping
otherwise really nice. Stampings are decent the manufacturers mark and model # are clear, the endorsement is in a
wrinkle but legible. Extremely supple leather inside and out, great glove………………………………………….$125

=

1958 Wilson A2000 Glove
The original 1958 A2000 is likely the most sought-after glove in the entire A2000 lineup. Years and years of
collecting have yielded only a handful, and they are usually so well-enjoyed that they are indistinguishable as such.
This example, while not "like new", is a strong candidate for any A2000 or other rare glove collection. This one has
all the signs: "Pro Model" shooting star in palm, small web with X-laced bottom, "Major League" along the thumb,
Hold-Tite wrist strap, to name a few. This one is very soft, flexible, and sure to bring back memories - don't miss out,
they rarely come available……………………………………………………………………………………...……$500

=

1938 Spalding Marvel Pro Form 202 Rainey Trap Web Glove
This is a 1938 Spalding Marvel "Pro-Form" model 202 glove with Stamped "Rainey Trap" on the web. A top of the
line huge glove with very little wear. Soft, supple leather. Segmented fingers on the back and clear markings on the
front…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...……..$800

=

c. 1920’s Buckle Web Model 306 Glove
Exterior leather is solid with wear to the piping at the thumb and wrist. Web is in very good shape. Lining is worn
and checkered in the fingers and palm. Original button has been replaced with a sewn-on button. Satisfaction
guaranteed…………………………………………………………………………………………………………....$175

=

1920’s Carl Mays TruSport 3 Finger Glove………………………………………………………………$400

=

1970’s/80’s Rawlings PRO 2-P-F Heart of Hide Glove
This near mint lefty is a late 70’s early 80’s professional model glove that belonged to White Sox utility man Mike
Squires. His uniform number and autograph are along the thumb in ink. Squires lived nearby in the early 80’s, my
brother played little league with his son. Beautiful glove in great condition…………………………………...…...$150

=

1920’s D&M 1” Web Glove
Early Draper Maynard black 1" sewn web baseball glove. Very nice condition adult size glove. Soft glove with
smooth liner that feels great on hand. Very nice large D&M cloth label……………………………………...…..$325

=

1961 Ted Williams Wilson 1936-1960 Victory Wreath Commemorative Glove
Very nice example with a great liner. Stampings are nice, the picture pocket has some wear along with the patch...$75

=

1940’s Ralph Kiner MacGregor Goldsmith RL Glove
A 1940's MacGregor Goldsmith Ralph Kiner model RL with "Snare" web. Close to near mint. Great on hand feel,
high quality………………………………………………………………………………………………………….$275

=

1920’s Chuck Klein D&M G92 Glove
Very nice condition, high quality glove. Golden tan color glove that has a good inside liner and very nice D&M cloth
label……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….…$250

=

c. 1910’s D&M Full Web Glove
Very large Draper and Maynard full web fielders glove - web is black leather that jumps out at you. Glove itself is
white leather. Great patch and button with laced heal. The leather has separated at the heel, however the leather up
inside the finger stalls feels great (no holes)…………………………………………………………………………$225

=

1920’s Reach SWN 1 Inch Web Glove
Reach sewn web model SWN glove in near mint condition. Striking two-tone leather. Soft & supple, great on hand
feel…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………$1,200

=

1940’s Harry Gumbert Ken Wel 564 Glove
Outstanding condition hardly used Ken Wel model 564 extra
large glove. Endorsed by Harry Gumbert , has the unique double
button back wrist strap and clean Ken Wel cloth label. Very soft
leather with nice soft inner lining………….......................…$225

=

1940’s Jimmy Brown Goldsmith G20 Glove
Jimmy Brown-endorsed gloves are common, but ones in this nearly-unused condition are not. It's a great quality
glove with smooth, soft, cool, strong leather, perfect butter-soft lining, original laces, blazing silver stampings, and no
ink. These don't come along like this very often. If you're a 40’s collector, or just need to upgrade, here's another
great example from the wartime era……………………………………………………………….…………………$225

=

c. 1910’s King Patent Full Web Glove
Exterior leather is dirty, has a 5/8” long hole in the ring finger but is otherwise solid. Lining and lacing have been
replaced. Original lining is included. Satisfaction guaranteed……………………………………………………….$85

=

c. 1937 Chuck Klein D&M G92 Glove
Draper Maynard G92 Chuck Klein famous players model. Very large glove, high end model with soft supple
leather. Glove has been relaced. Outstanding bold stampings………………………………………….…………$365

=

1930’s/40’s Alex Taylor Sewn Web Glove
Alex Taylor fielders glove with a very large sewn web (2+ inches). Very odd to see this on a 30’s-40’s glove. Very
nice Alex Taylor label with leather that is in good shape – a little stiff but still very pliable…………………….....$135

=

1920’s D&M Glove
Here is a high-quality Draper & Maynard glove, probably from the 1920s. No visible model number or endorsement
stamping on it, BUT it does have a cool trademark D&M phrase stamped on the heel - "One of the Lucky Dog Kind",
and it does have the always cool D&M cloth patch - on the back of the fingers. Maybe the D&M folks will know
more about it. Leather is thick, and somewhat stiff…………………………………………………………………..$95

=

1930’s Joe Cronin D&M World Series Model Glove
Draper Maynard World Series model buckleback. Endorsed by Joe Cronin. Outstanding condition glove that has the
shorter infield version finger length. Leather is soft and supple, stamping is strong and patch is in nice
condition……………………………………………………………………………………………………………...$300

=

1964 Sonnett 1484 Glove
A 1964 Sonnett "Lightning" model 1484. Outstanding condition inside and out. Great on hand feel. Top of the line
in its day……………………………………………………………………………………………………..………$250

=

1910’s/20’s Horace Partridge White 1” Web Glove
This white Horace Partridge 1” sewn web glove measures 8.5" from left to right and 9.0" from top to bottom and has a
cool black and gold patch on the back. If you look closely, you can make out some stampings on the front, including a
model number. There aren’t too many white examples from this manufacturer out there…………………………..$550

=

1920’s D&M 1” Web Glove
Nice early Draper Maynard 1" sewn web glove. Very soft glove with nice on hand feel. Dark black leather with
nice bold D&M label. Larger size sewn web measures 10" tall by 9 1/2"……………………………………...….$300

=

1939 Red Rolfe Spalding 212 Glove
This is a 1939 Spalding Red Rolfe model 212 glove. It’s in outstanding overall condition. A large glove with wide
wrist strap & factory trap lacing. Nice patch & clear markings on the front. Soft & supple, all leather, great on hand
feel…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...$225

1960’s Stan Musial Rawlings TG12 Glove
Top of the line Stan Musial Rawlings TG12 glove from the late 50’s to the early 60’s……………………………….$315

=

1930’s George Grantham D&M Basemitt
Outstanding 1930’s Draper Maynard basemitt. Fantastic condition mitt that has a smooth inside liner with intact
finger stalls and feels nice on hand. A very wide mitt with nice D&M cloth label. Endorsed by George
Grantham…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….$275

=

1920’s/30’s Eddie Collins Reach ECA Glove
Super high-quality glove but the lining is a rough. It’s all original and features the Reach tag and button……......$300

=

1920’s/30’s Eddie Collins Reach ECA Glove
Super high-quality glove but the lining is a rough. It’s all original and features the Reach tag and button……......$300

=

1920’s/30’s Eddie Collins Reach ECA Glove
Super high-quality glove but the lining is a rough. It’s all original and features the Reach tag and button…..........$300

=

1920’s/30’s Eddie Collins McClurg 3936 Semi-Pro Model Glove
This mid-line model is in nice condition. The lining is smooth and feels good on the hand. The stampings are all
visible and it retains most of the silver…………………………………………………………………………...….$250

=

1920’s D&M White 1” Web Glove
This glove is super soft inside and out. Along with the pristine D&M tag and extremely clean and pure white
backside, the interior feels soft and smooth on the hand. It has no ink, rips or tears. Can’t tell who endorsed it but it
is most likely the G24 laceless heel model. Just a fantastic glove in every way……………...……………………$600

=

1920’s King Patent Glove
Vertical tunnel loop, 8” finger tip to heel, exterior leather in good shape. Lining wear in the palm area and the wrist
strap is partially connected at the seam. Satisfaction guaranteed…………………………………………………….$95

=

1920’s Rawlings 2FO Basemitt
This is a classic "oven mitt" 1B mitt by Rawlings. Super soft and flexible, smooth lining, and sports a nice white/red
Rawlings patch, and an intact buckle closure on the back. A decent affordable oven mitt for your collection!..........$75

=

1960’s Rawlings TTP Heart of the Hide Glove
A 1960's Rawlings "Dual Step Down Palm" model TTP. It’s in outstanding condition inside and out. Very little use,
A great HOH example……………………………………………………………………………………………….$325

1900’s Victor Sporting Goods Full Web Glove
This early white full web glove measures 8.5" from left to right and 9.5" from top to bottom. The lining is in nice
condition and is feels great on the hand. It makes me want to go out and have a catch or sit on the couch with it on
during a game. White full webs are pretty tough to come by from this manufacturer…………………………….$375

=

1940’s Wilson 605M Glove Autographed by Buck O’Neil
The Wilson 605M (medium fingers) and 605L (long fingers)
were allegedly the same gloves as some MLB Pros from time to
time. Be that as it may, It remains a favorite among serious
glove collectors, and so no wonder it was chosen to be
autographed, here by the legendary Buck O’Neil, complete with a
PSA certificate. The glove itself is a top-line model - perfect for
your collection!........................................................................$150

=

1940’s Bill Doak Rawlings 5BD Glove
A 1940's Rawlings near mint Bill Doak model 5BD in rare black leather & tan leather piping. soft & supple leather.
Tough to find a nicer one……………………………………………………………………………………………$495

=

1920’s Kiki Cuyler Dubow Glove
Great high-quality Dubow glove of the Pirates/Cubs HOF’er Hazen Shirley "Kiki" Cuyler. Horsehide exterior leather
is thick, stampings are faint but readable, lining is smooth and thick. Has the very cool 2-eyelet tab web, and full
rolled leather binding. Small seam separation at the crotch of thumb but doesn't really detract from how cool this
glove is. Wait til you slide it on your hand... q-u-a-l-i-t-y. Could even be cleaned up to be superb……………....$195

=

1940’s Martin Marion Rawlings MM Glove
Not all Rawlings "MM" gloves were Mickey Mantle models. Marty Marion was a workhorse player in the late
1930’s and 1940’s for the St. Louis Cardinals. This example is one of his earlier model splitfinger versions, with a
somewhat rare military stamping on it - U.S.N. Super thick leather, buttery lining, and good stampings. Great for
your U.S. Navy/wartime collection, OR good to take out and play catch with………………………………………$95

=

1950’s Robin Roberts MacGregor GCR Glove
A 1950's MacGregor Goldsmith Robin Roberts "SpiderWeb" model GCR. Solid near mint, top of the line, rare
picture pocket design. Tough to find a nicer one…………………………………………………………………...$295

=

1930 Reach 4X Basemitt
This is a 1930 Reach basemitt, model 4X. Unique patented wrist strap. Soft, supple leather. Great patch, high-quality
construction and super overall condition……………………………………………………………………………$275

=

1940’s Bill Doak Rawlings Model H Glove
The Rawlings Bill Doak glove is a CLASSIC, and a must-have for every collection. There are early-, mid-, and lateera designs for Doaks, and a few model #s. The Model H is the largest, best quality, and this one is a very nice
example, with a slightly unusual rolled-post H-web. Solid, smooth, thick leather all around, great piping, and the key
is the 2 patches on the wrist strap; serious collectors look for Doaks with the white "BILL DOAK GLOVE" 2nd patch,
and they don't get much better than on this one. Plus, of the Model H's, this has the uber-cool earlier Rawlings
"cloud" patch. Another nice 2-patch Doak!.................................................................................................................$125

=

Large Glove & Mitt Collection
Long-time collector is downsizing and moving to a smaller home. Time to move the ball gloves to a new owner who
will appreciate them. There are 120 mitts and gloves, including many first base mitts (including lots of Rawlings
Heart of the Hides–Musial, Garvey, White), also some nice fielder’s gloves (Doak, Keltner, Marion) and many
Brooklyn Dodgers, Washington Senators and Baltimore Orioles mitts and gloves. Detailed list available upon
request. Will possibly consider selling smaller lots. Due to the large size of this lot, shipping is not
included.……………………………………………………………………………………………...……………$3,500

=

1940’s Enos Slaughter Dubow 366 Glove
The J.A. Dubow Glove company produced some of the finest, highest-quality baseball gloves ever made, especially in
the heyday of their production years of the1930s-40s. It's clearly seen in this "Enos Slaughter" endorsed glove: great
quality pumpkin-orange leather, soft and smooth, leather binding, rolled leather seam welting, original laces, and even
retains the cool raised-relief Dubow button. Note that this is a military-issue glove, probably U.S. Army, dated "U.S.
7-1949" in silver on the wrist strap. The ink doesn't completely devalue this glove; it stands on its outstanding
condition and high-quality manufacture - and military connection. You'll see when you slide your hand into it….$150

1950’s Martin Marion Marathon 60-4217 Glove in Box
This is a Rawlings-made Montgomery Ward Playmaker model glove in box. It’s all original but not mint. It could
use a good cleaning. The box is fantastic. It’s sturdy and super clean with no flaws……………..…………...…...$175

=

1940’s Red Rolfe Rawlings RR Rolled Laced Web Glove
The classic Rawlings RR with the rare (and banned) rolled-lace web. When this was banned from MLB, store model
production stopped, making these gloves rather rare to find, especially with the original rolled web. This one is in
affordable condition - thick, stout leather that is only partially cleaned/conditioned, and with an intact rolled-lace web.
Fact is that it's very fragile, but it's the REAL DEAL. Very hard glove to come by - few surviving examples
anywhere. If you don't have one, here you go…………………………...………………………………………….$400

=

1941-46 Jimmy Foxx Spalding 161 Basemitt
Super thick exterior leather that’s the same as the interior. The lining feels nice on the hand but there is a very small
slit high up inside but you don’t feel it once it’s on your hand. It’s a high-quality mitt and the endorsement is very
legible. Underneath the wool wrist strap is a little dry……………………………………………………..........…$510

=

1933-34 Bill Doak Rawlings 3F
Produced for only two years, 1933 and ‘34, this is the first generation of the Doak three finger. Its successor was the
H3. This is a nice example featuring the older Rawlings tag. It has been expertly relined and repiped. The stampings
are faint. You can make out the Bill Doak endorsement but you can’t make out the model number. It’s a high quality
big adult model………....…………………………………………………………………………………...…….…$750

=

1940’s Hank Greenberg OK 845 Basemitt
Big left-handed basemitt with nice block letter stampings. The lining is pretty nice and feels good on the hand.
Coated cloth piping is worn in spots..……………………………………………….………………………………$100

=

1890’s High Grade Sporting Goods New York Catalog
This is a manufacturer’s catalog containing uniform swatches. It doesn’t contain any gloves. It’s pretty worn and
tattered but a super cool and early catalog………………………………………...……………….……………...….$85

=

Early 1900’s Spalding Fingerless Golf Glove
You don’t have to shell out thousands of dollars to add a
fingerless to your collection. This early 1900’s Spalding
fingerless golf glove sports an awesome yellow and black
baseball button that gives this glove cross-over appeal. Golf
lover? Baseball lover? Either way, this one displays great.
………………………………………………………………$350

Early Integrated Baseball Team
This is a large cabinet picture of an early integrated team as seen by the player in the far right of the middle row. It’s
in a frame so I don’t know what’s on the backside. The frame is just OK but the picture is nice. I normally like more
gloves in my old pictures but this one is in nice shape with and an extremely desirable subject matter.………...….$85

Early Laurels Boston Youth or Prep School Baseball Team Cabinet Picture
This is a cool picture of a youth or prep school in Boston as indicated by the Gray Gallery of Boston stamp on the
bottom of the cabinet. It features great gloves and equipment as well as a huge pennant banner. The frame shows its
age. Sorry for the shadows......………..……………………………………………………………………………..$40

1897 Niagara Varsity Baseball Team Cabinet Picture
This is a cabinet picture of the Niagara Falls, NY Varsity team and features some nice gloves and equipment. There
is a small piece of paper loss on the bottom of the matte and that along with the frame could be easily replaced. The
backside is stamped June 29, 1897 from a Niagara Falls Studio. 19th Century cabinet pictures are scarce and
extremely desirable…………………………………………….…………………………………………………….$75

Early 114th Infantry Baseball Team Cabinet Picture
This is a cabinet picture of the 114th Army Infantry. It has some early gloves and mitts, which are super cool. It’s
framed and matted in an early frame, but the frame could stand to be replaced. One pic has a flash and the other
doesn’t. Sorry for the glare…………………………………………………...….…………………………………..$65

Early Baseball Team in Park Cabinet Picture
This is a picture featuring webless gloves, crescent gloves and pill box type caps, which are neat. It’s in an early
frame, but the frame needs to be replaced. One pic has a flash and the other doesn’t. Sorry for the
glare…………………………………………………...….…………………………………………………………..$50

Early Baseball Team Cabinet Picture
This is a large cabinet picture of an early team and features some nice gloves and equipment including a mushroom
bat and inflatable chest protector. It’s in a frame so I don’t know what’s on the backside. The frame is just OK but
the picture is nice……………………………………………………………………………………………..…...….$50

Early Baseball Team Cabinet Picture
This is an old team picture featuring cool gloves and bats. It’s in an early beat up frame, but the frame needs to be
replaced. One pic has a flash and the other doesn’t. Sorry for the glare…………..………………………………..$40

=

1930 D&M Figural Trophy
It stands 22 inches tall with the base. The cup has bats for handles and a 5 inch pitcher standing on a baseball on the
cup lid. Trophy reads Champions of the Industrial League 1930 Bennigton Falls A.C. presented by Draper and
Maynard E.T. Grenwold……………………………………………………………………………………………..$600

